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About This Game

Tower Ascent is a Virtual Reality climbing game, where the player is challenged to reach the top of each tower as fast as
possible! Compete with other's times, or take your time finding just the right hand hold to reach the top. Race against your own
best time in each level or team up with a friendly archer in the asymmetrical Helper mode! Master all the levels and reach the

top as fast as you can! Many updates to come!
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Title: Tower Ascent
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
KitTheNinja, Ate134, FFTG - Nate, Kanestapler
Publisher:
KitTheNinja
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2400 MB available space

English
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quot;I'm telling you, I'm under age.". where is the ammo ???????????? dude come on. pay to play pay to win dont waste your
time on this game. This is an awesome game. It has beautiful graphics, and some awesome vehicles. But, it hasn't been updated
in like half a year. I think that if the developers would start adding more it would be a hit, but there is no real story and once you
finish all the races (A real chalenge), there's not much to do. I liked it, but it needs more gameplay for me to really love it. In
reality, this is kinda a half and half thing, but I can't do that, so I have to give this a thumbs down.. I am Brazilian and the game
aqw is incredible very good and addictive now I launch the 3D this very cool new gameplay and very fun the game. 9\/10,
because psyonix should have allowed black primary paint for the bone shaker..
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Great game. Checks a lot of boxes for me. I've played so many of David's games over the years. This will be another I spend
hundreds of hours playing.
Check out the discord and watch the twitch streams for more inside information to the development process.
Joined Early Access and couldn't be happier helping to make the game better. So much potential for this game that I love seeing
the new features and content.. No more Updates GG game.. Beat a tower that took about 30 minutes.

"Can't connect to the servers."

Lost all progress.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game.. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

How to make this game run on modern PC's!!!

1. Google GMDX
2. Go to www.gmdxmod.com
3. Follow the super easy instructions to download
4. Enjoy one of the greatest games ever made in 1080p

P.S. this mod is great and super easy to install. it adds just enough to improve the game but doesnt take away from that classic
experience. what are you waiting for??? Go download it!!!!

REVIEW:

Gameplay:
-Challenging
-Rewards creativity
-All weapons and tools have their purpose
-Awesome bionic powers
-Character progression and equipment upgrades make you feel badass
-Fun stealth and shooting mechanics

Story:
-Complex and thoughtful cyberpunk storyline.
-The momentum that the story builds is insane.
-Every bit of dialogue fits so well.
-Satisfying conclusion w\/ multiple endings

Graphics:
-Very dated but has a nostalgic charm to it.

Sound and Music:
-One of the greatest video game soundtracks of all time.
-Sound effects are serviceable.

Optimization:
-After downloading GMDX ran near perfect with only a single crash out of 60+ hours.

Last thoughts:
  This game seems to have aged very well. Im a picky gamer and easily bored, and it kept me entertained for hours on end. The
developers never hold your hand. They present you with obstacles that you solve in your own creative ways. This creates a
gameplay loop thats very satisfying, and as your character becomes more powerful, you just feel like an absolute badass.
  THIS IS ONE OF THE GREATEST GAMES EVER MADE. If youre tired of all these mediocore AAA titles that wanna hold
your hand and bore you with a terrible story, buy this game!!!!
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11\/10. game ok no no very ok shoot man sjulln and he be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing. This game is fuкing legendary.
Моtherfuking Vertical Shooter. Best parkour co-op ever. Epic races on motorcycles (you can even ride on the ceiling). Shame
on you who didn't play it yet!!! I'm not fuкing joking! But seriously, this game is not so terrible as they say. P.S. Please don't
hurt me!. For free its pretty good game maps could be bigger though and recommend some one play this on multi screens i do
on 3 of them and its way better
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